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Abstract
The administrative corruption is one of the most dangerous outlines facing the 

countries especially in the developing countries , as it has penetrated deeply into 

the body of their communities and caused paralysis in the process of construction 

and economic development, including the economy, the financial and the 

administrative capability destruction. Accordingly, the state's inability to cope with 

the updates of the reconstruction and the infrastructure building which is necessary 

for their growth . In this way administrative corruption has become more like a 

serious epidemic threatening all institutions, whether public or private in all 

countries of the world. Wherefore, the researcher tries to diagnose this 

phenomenon, to identify its causes and to put an end to its spread by determining 

the extent of the relationship between the decline of the  living standard of an 

employee and the spread of the corruption phenomenon, and  identifying the extent 

of the relationship between the non- activation of the laws and deterrent penalties 

(sentence execution), and the spread of such phenomenon. 

     This study dealt with both the theoretical and the field aspects. In the theoretical 

one, we addressed the  most important of the previous studies on the administrative 

corruption and put an intellectual and philosophical framework for the 

administrative corruption. 

      This study is limited to address the concept of corruption, its causes and its 

negative effects on the individual , society and on the  State - Institutions of the 

province of  Diyala  for the period from 2011 until 2013 on  its field's part, where 

the sample, the research subject matter, is consist in three sectors , which are of the 

most important sectors being in direct contact with the life of Iraqi citizens, 

namely: Education - electricity - and local councils, due to the limits of time and 

cost. The study has been done in accordance with the data available to the 

researcher at the application location. 

 

 

     The study came up with these significant results as follows: 

 

1 - Do not activate deterrent laws applied to the senior or junior ranking employee.  

2 - The lack of a specified and unified system for the selection, the appointment or 

the promotion of the staff in institutions depending on the necessary scientific and 

practical efficiency. 



  

3 - leniency policy with some corrupts and misprision them, shut eyes  to their 

perversions and corrupt practices, and feebleness of actions taken against those 

found guilty helped to increase the number of people who engage in such 

corruption. 

4 - Non- awareness of realizing serious level of the corruption and its dimensions 

which is obvious taking in consideration the decline in the cultural and Social 

awareness. 

 

    After highlighting the results of the study , we will mention the most important 

recommendations as follows: 

 

1 - The necessity for criminalize all forms corruption of different institutions by 

inflicting deterrent penalties upon such dangerous phenomenon. 

2 - Working to recover all the money obtained by means of corrupt practices by all 

means. 

3 - Putting an end to the complex bureaucracy and routine, hindering difficulties  

and facilitating  procedures at all levels concerning the work of state- institutions . 
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